Finding an Author’s h-Index in Scopus

1. Connect to Scopus at http://www.scopus.com/ (or from the library home page http://library.umassmed.edu, scroll down the page to the Tools & Resources menu and select Scopus.

2. Search for the author. The Scopus default search is a document search; be sure to select the Author search and then enter the last name and first initial or first full name of the person you are looking for.

3. Identify the correct author from the search results. Author search results will return anyone in the database with the name. Scan the names to make sure that you select the correct author. You can use the affiliation filter to refine your results and review documents to ensure that you have a match.
4. Select the author to view their author details. This page will give you a list of their publications as well as information about the author.

5. Calculate h-index. Click either the “Analyze author output” or the “View h-graph” links to view the h-index for the author.